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This policy sets out when requirements and recommendations should generally be made. The Care Inspectorate has a duty to support improvement and this must inform how and when we make requirements. We must ensure that in making requirements we are using our legal powers to bring about change and improvements for people using the service.

1. Legislation

The Public Services Reform (Scotland) Act 2010 does not set out what a requirement is, but does identify regulations that providers of services must meet. These are set out in:

- The Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland (Requirements for Care Services) Regulations 2011
- The Social Care and Social Work Improvement Scotland(Requirements for Care Services) Amendment Regulations 2013
- Regulation 19 to 24 of The Regulation of Care (Requirements as to Care Services) (Scotland) Regulations 2002.

There is no legislation that says the Care Inspectorate must make a requirement where a care service is not meeting a regulation made under the Act.

The Regulatory Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 sets out new duties on regulators and seeks to promote greater consistency by placing a statutory duty on them to exercise their functions in a way which contributes to achieving sustainable economic growth. Through a code of practice there will be guidance for regulators and the regulated on what is expected and how the duty will work. This in effect means that the decisions we make in the course of our regulation work – which includes ensuring compliance with legislation and implementation of policies – should support our actions to be proportionate and SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, time-bound).

2. What are requirements?

A requirement is a statement which sets out what a care service must do to improve outcomes for people who use services and must be linked to a breach in the Act, its regulations, or orders made under the Act, or a condition of registration. Requirements are enforceable in law. When making requirements, we should be prepared to enforce their implementation if they are not met.

Requirements must be clearly focused and, when implemented, improve the outcome for service users.

The simple fact that a provider has not complied with a regulation is not in itself enough justification for making a requirement.

Requirements should only be made where (a) there is evidence of poor outcomes for people using the service or (b) there is the potential for poor outcomes which would affect people’s health, safety or welfare.

Where an inspector considers making a requirement based on potential poor outcomes associated with a risk, it is for the inspector to make the professional decision about the most appropriate and proportionate course of action. For example, if a service is not recruiting new staff robustly and ensuring that staff are fit to work with vulnerable people, we would make a requirement based on the potential risk to people using
a service arising from that. We would not have to wait until that risk materialised and a person had been exposed to harm.

3. Breaches of regulations which are not outcome-focused

Where a service is in breach of the regulations but this has no impact on outcomes for people using the service, the inspector should not make a requirement, and should record this breach in the inspection report or investigation letter.

For example, where a service does not have a complaints procedure but is responsive to concerns and issues raised by people using the service, the inspection report or investigation letter should note that the service does not have a complaints procedure. The report should explain that this is a breach of the relevant regulation and remind the service of the need to develop a policy. The inspector should not generally make a requirement.

4. What are recommendations?

A recommendation is a statement that sets out actions that a care service provider should take to improve or develop the quality of the service, but where failure to do so would not directly result in enforcement.

Recommendations are based on the National Care Standards, SSSC codes of practice and recognised good practice. These must also be outcomes-based and if the provider meets the recommendation this would improve outcomes for people receiving the service.

5. Deciding to make a requirement on inspection or following a complaint

During inspections, it is important that the lead inspector makes decisions based on their knowledge of the service, the intelligence held by the Care Inspectorate and where the service is on their improvement journey, if at all.

Sometimes, poorly performing services receive a high number of requirements which makes it difficult for them to prioritise resources. Determining the appropriate number can be a challenge for the Care Inspectorate, and understanding the relative priority of them can be a challenge for providers. In some cases, providers and managers meet requirements within the timescale, but assume little ownership and understanding of the issues. This can result in the changes not being sustained and a consequent fall in the quality of outcomes for people using the service.

In most cases the lead inspector will know what the main areas of risk are for a service and what the priorities for improvement should be. It is therefore important that the lead inspector agrees any requirements to be made in the service. This is also important as the lead inspector has the responsibility to follow up any requirements made. However, it must be remembered that in some instances, due to changes in caseloads, the most up to date understanding of the service may lie with a colleague, so it is important for inspectors to share intelligence.

Complaints and inspection are two separate processes and the objectivity of the specialist complaint investigation supports our values. Where the outcome of a complaint investigation leads to requirements being considered, in order to support improvement, these should be agreed with the lead inspector for the service. This helps to ensure consistency of practice and that the lead inspector is taking a strategic
overview of the service. Where a service is poorly performing, a risk-based approach has to be taken to consider enforcement actions. To make requirements that could fall out of the risk/regulatory plan may delay appropriate action being taken.

To support the agreement of requirements between complaint and inspection teams, the following guidance must be followed:

- the complaints team should notify the lead inspector and inspection team manager of a complaint at the point at which it is logged
- the lead inspector will share any relevant information with the complaints team
- where a complaint investigation is to be carried out, the date and time will be notified to the lead inspector and team manager
- where a scheduled inspection is imminent, the lead inspector must notify the complaints inspector of the date and time of the visit
- when a complaint investigation is concluded and one or more elements are upheld, the complaint inspector should arrange to have a discussion (by phone, in person, using video conference or using email) with the lead inspector as soon as possible to discuss the findings and consider these within the wider issues for the service; a note of the decisions should be placed within PMS under the complaint case
- where requirements are to be made, these should be agreed between the complaints and the lead inspector, and must be outcome focused
- the lead inspector and complaints inspector should discuss and agree any recommendation for re-evaluating where a complaint is upheld.

Where an agreement cannot be reached between inspectors then this should be referred to the team managers, or to the head of inspection and national complaints manager if necessary, who will make the required decision. All decisions must be noted in PMS under the service name.

6. Timescales for requirements

It is important that we consider the timescales for requirements and ensure that these support the improvement of outcomes for service users. We must give providers appropriate time to meet requirements.

The timescale needs to be proportionate to the risk. When following up requirements, if providers have not made the required changes within the set timescales, but there is evidence of progress, we should generally extend the timescale unless there is a clear unwillingness by the provider to comply. If we move to enforcement we need to ensure that we have given realistic timescales to providers to change outcomes for people and we have assisted the provider to comply and improve.

Giving a timescale for a change does not mean we support or accept the service continuing the poor practice. We need, however, to give people time to make the necessary changes as some cannot happen instantly. Often, improvements are more sustainable when sufficient time has been given to make a change. Change management theory suggests that making changes without people having ownership or understanding of them are less likely to be successful in the long term. Therefore when we give timescales we need to consider such questions as:

- how long will the change in practice take to communicate with staff?
- how will the service inform/support staff to change practice?
how will this be monitored by the service to ensure change is sustained?
how will people who use the service provide their views on the improvements made?

Sometimes, we make requirements where we specify a period of time for complying with it, and state that the provider should start addressing this immediately. Where possible, inspectors should provide a date for compliance in order to reduce ambiguity.

7. Timescales that are immediate or within 24 hours

A timescale of “immediate” or “within 24 hours” must only be given where there is an immediate risk to service users’ health, safety, and wellbeing. In these cases, the inspector must:
• bring the matter to the attention of the manager and seek immediate remedial action
• not leave the service until this action has been taken
• inform their team manager of their concern and the action they have taken.

If remedial action is taken immediately, and the inspector is satisfied that this has reduced the risk that was previously present, the inspector should reflect this when writing either the inspection or complaint report. Inspectors should state the requirement in the body of the text, under the “areas for improvement”, and explain that this was met while the inspection/complaint/registration visit was taking place.

Inspectors should also send a letter to the service outlining their concern and the action taken by the service or expected of them. This should be sent within 24 hours of the concerns being raised with the service. The letter should be saved in PMS under the service name.

Where there are concerns of serious risk to the life, safety, health or wellbeing of service users and emergency procedures are considered, senior managers, line managers and legal advisors should be alerted immediately along with relevant agencies where the concerns are of child or adult protection nature. Staff should be aware of the Care Inspectorate’s adult and child protection policies.

All inspection, registration and complaints inspectors should follow this guidance where they see practice which requires immediate action.

8. Writing requirements and recommendations

Making requirements and/or recommendations are the first steps to support improvement following an inspection or where a complaint is upheld. These must be SMART:
• specific
• measured
• achievable
• realistic
• time-bound.

Inspectors must use the SMART guidance when making requirements and recommendations. This will support improvement as services will be clear on what improvement(s) the Care Inspectorate expects them to make.
9. Making the professional judgement

The Care Inspectorate supports inspectors in making professional judgements about when to make a requirement and/or recommendation. This must be done within our framework of influence and in order to support improvement.

**Figure 1: The Care Inspectorate’s framework of influence**
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This framework provides different approaches and strategies to support improvement and better outcomes for service users. The Act gives the Care Inspectorate defined enforcement powers. The regulations allow the ability to require improvement, especially the regulation relating to health and welfare. The National Care Standards allow softer approaches like recommendations, areas for improvement and facilitate enabling conversations about quality care and recognition of developing standards in a service. Choosing what strategy to use with a service will be based on evaluation of evidence and analysing any risks.

It is important for inspectors to consider a requirement within the range of possible regulatory responses to poor practice. Approaches can be represented by a pyramid of sanctions/strategies related to risk. Where there are low risks to people who use services, the inspector may choose strategies from the bottom of the pyramid; where there are high risks, the inspector may choose strategies from the top of the pyramid, including closure if necessary.
In making judgements, the inspector will use intelligence about services including:
- the service history in relation to compliance/non-compliance and ability to sustain improvements
- the record of service improvement, focussed on outcomes for people
- the nature of the improvement needed and associated risks to people using the service
- the impact the improvement will have on the quality of care and support and on peoples’ lives
- the nature of care being delivered, some services being inherently more “risky” than others because of the needs and wishes of people using the service
- other, softer information may impact on how decisions are made
- feedback from people who use services and their carers.
Taken together, these allow inspectors to consider the likely capacity and willingness of the service to improve, and the impact that making the improvement will have. This helps inform proportionate approaches when considering the necessity to make requirements.

Where evidence exists that services have capacity to manage risks and improve, the inspector may consider that making a recommendation is more proportionate.

To support inspectors in making decisions about what strategy to use, the following framework and decision, developed by inspectors and underpinned by theoretical approaches, should be used.

The Proportionate Outcome Evaluation Tool (POET) was developed following review by the inspection methodology group of the inspectors work. The tool assesses risks associated with outcomes experienced by people using the service and the service’s capacity for improvement. Agreeing this qualitative approach allows consensus on the nature of high medium and low level risks and agreement on the best regulatory approach needed to secure improvement. Like many qualitative models it is highly dependent on the skills of the inspector to make informed evaluative judgements. POET is a tool that assists the inspector to consider the risks and choose the most proportionate response. It allows illustration, transparency, explanation and consistency in decision making processes.
Proportionate Outcome Evaluation Tool (POET)
Developed by inspectors and team managers September 2014

Outcomes that pose high risk of harms to people

High risk services
Probable evaluations of “unsatisfactory”, “weak” or “adequate”.
Consider recommendations and enforcement.
Highlight where areas need improved using SSIs, National Care Standards and good practice.

Outcomes that pose low risk of harm to people

Medium risk services
Probable evaluations of “adequate” and “good” but may be evaluations of higher quality depending on the nature of potential harms to people and the service demonstrating ability to manage risks to people.
Consider recommendations, but requirements possible.
Highlight where areas need improved using SSIs, National Care Standards and good practice.

Excellent capacity to improve

Medium risk services
Probable evaluations of “adequate” and “good”.
Consider recommendations, but requirements are likely because of history of failure to improve or sustain improvements.
Highlight where areas need improved using good practice, National Care Standards and SSIs.

Low risk services
Consider enabling conversations. Probably evaluations of “good”, “very good” or “excellent”.
Use the service as an example of good practice, including reward for critically reflective self-assessment/evaluation.
Suggest improvements using best practice and National Care Standards.

Poor capacity to improve

Low risk services
Consider enabling conversations. Probably evaluations of “good”, “very good” or “excellent”.
Use the service as an example of good practice, including reward for critically reflective self-assessment/evaluation.
Suggest improvements using best practice and National Care Standards.

High risk services
Probable evaluations of “unsatisfactory”, “weak” or “adequate”.
Consider recommendations and enforcement.
Highlight where areas need improved using SSIs, National Care Standards and good practice.
For us to regulate effectively and improve services, allowing providers autonomy to implement changes is often a more effective strategy than a compliance approach that requires them to do it. This needs a degree of trust and in itself is risky, but follow-up processes that offer proportionate responses mean the risk can be managed more appropriately. Establishing effective and constructive relationships is key.

It is for inspectors and team managers to exercise judgement about how to follow up requirements once the timescale for them has lapsed. Some requirements will need to be followed up by dedicated scrutiny; others will be followed up at the next inspection, and some may be followed up through professional dialogue with the service provider.